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Sir,

To
The lnspector in-Charge,
Bankura Police Station,
Dist.-Bankura.

Sub:- Complaint.

l, A5I/467- Utpal Ggosal, presently posted at Bankura Police Station do hereby lodge complaint
against'some' (150/200) unknown irate miscreants of Agaya, Belbani and adjacent villages under Narrah
G.P., PS & Dist.-Bankura, to the effect that on 19.10.18, at 20.05 hrs, l/C, Bankura pS called me over
phone (when I was on Durga Puja L&O duty at Lalbazar Puja Pandal) and instructed me to go to pS. He
also instructed me over phone to go to Belbani area on SH-9 (Durgapur Road) with the "stand-by" force
from PS as some problems are there over the issue of immersion of Goddess Durga. Accordingly with
the said stand-by force myself leftfor Belbani area. On'19.10.18 at around 20.45 hrs we reached Belbani
and found a huge traffic congestion on SH-9 (a long queue of vehicle on road). ASI Kankan Ghosh, the
road mobile officer with force (vide CC. No. 3263, dt. 18.10.18) and ASI Soumitra Bandyopadhyay, the
special mobile officer with force were already there since last approx two hours for the above immersion
duty. I talked with them and came to learnt that since long some mob blocked the road forcefully in the
name of immersion'though till time all procession crossed the road towards immersion spot (ghat). They
were also armed with long bamboo sticks, lathi, rod etc. They were also bursting fire crackers with loud
noise on the High way. We all proceeded to them and requested them to 'freel the road as buses, small
vehicles were there and many passengers including ladies and children were in that vehicles. But they
did not pay any hid to us. We again and again requested them, but in vein. ln the mean time around
21.30 hrs one vehicle (scorpio), bearing number WB-68Xi3902 came to the spot and the boarders
requested the mob in to allow them to go. The mob attacked the vehicle, tried to malhandle the driver
and caused damage to the vehicle, we some how rescued the passengers and driver of the vehicle. We
tried to talk with the leaders of the mob (if any) but no body was ready to hear us. Just at the same time
of pick-up van bearing number WB-678t2594 came to the spot, the mob again attacked the vehicle and
the driver and damaged the same. We again rescued the driver. ln the mean time, while we were
rescuing the driver and the vehicle the mob attacked us; started pelting stones, bricks, wine botles etc.
one of them attacked ASI Kankan Ghosh and tried to assault him with a bamboo stick on his head but
ASI Kankan Ghosh some how moved his head and got hitted on his shoulder with bamboo stick.The
accompanylng force sustained some injury from stone, bricks etc. Finding no other alternative, we
chased the mob. The mob fled away in the open place by both side of Highway in darkness and started
pelting stones, bricks aiming us. As it was dark and no light was there we came backward to avoid
causality of the common people in the vehicles also to save live of selves and damage to the public
property. Again the mob gathered on the road and blocked the road. They also broke the "rail guard
barrier," (which were placed from our end there for smooth traffic movement). They were shouting in
bengali-"{f{ rtf-dl "tfr{cs, wq qVt<I qt +lBr+, .em-< TqLs \Nten dpfcql,,. They were continuously threatening us
with dire consequence at the highet pitch. After this while l/C, Bankura PS with force came there and
started proceeding to the spot, they left the place and fled away to darkness. After that barrier etc. were
removed from the road and the vehicular movement started, after long approx 3 hours. As per direction
and feeling un-easy as ASI Kankan Ghosh was sent to BSMCH, Bankura for necessary medical aid.

Now I pray I case under proper section of Law may kindly be started against this unruly, irate
miscreants as they have violated the provision of the existing Law of the Land.
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Yours faithfully
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Bankura P.S.


